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80mmas (,) arc w,ed to define boundaries within a sen-
knee. They help readers uIlckrstand how the writer has 
grouped ideas together or kept them apart. For instance, they 
set off the introduc1 ory words that come before the subject of 
J sentence so that readers can identil}' the subject more eaSily. 
Commas can also indicate whether the various parts of a sen-
knee arc crucially important for understanding the core mean-
in" of the sentence or extra information that adds detail and t--

kxture. At other times, commas help readers see the boundary 
Iwtween the writer's words and cluotations from research 
sources or spoken dialogue. Commas are also used in other sit-
uations to clarif}' meaning- for example, to make numerals 
easier to grasp at Erst glance. 
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Use a Comma between Independent Clauses 

Lise ,1 comma hcFJre a coonlinat-
ing l'onjunction (lmel, hut, or,}Jf, '0, 
nor, or) ell \\hen you join (\vo or 
nHlIT indl'lw11l11'nt clauses, An in-
d,,\)('n(I('I1[ clause is one that can 
st,md alonl' as a (omilide sentence, 
It h,ls a suhjcct and ,1 ,'ompl,·tc 
verh (not an -in,q \erb or a to veerh 
'tanding alone sec section 41 C), 
and it doe,s not begin \\ith a SUhOl'-

din,Hing conjullction (!Jew[lse, since, 
Irhi}c, elen lhou,qh, and so on), 

Note: Do not place the COlllllld 

,liter till' coordinatint; conjunction, 
The com ma goes Ii I<i: 

My lah partner is late today, and 
,he ha' our lab notes. 
'Ii) link t \\0 indcpendent dauses 

that alread;' l'ontain commas, usc <l 

semicolon inslc,"[ or a l'omma, This 
usagl' is  in academic writ-
ing since it makes the grouping of 
ideas in the sentence clear, 

i:.x,lmlple 0 Link independent clauses 

 
This new style of music was unique, and it impacted music and culture for 
years after its creation, 
From Nicole M.Walsh, Purdue University, '"George Gershwin." 

The pope did not mention the eccentricities of his predecessor, Urban VIII, nor 
did he directly criticize the behavior of the Inquisition. 
From James B. Reston Jr., Galileo: A Life (New York: HarperCollins, 1994) 

Multilingual writers: Note that in the example above, in the second inde-
pendent clause after nor, the helping verb comes before the subject, just as in 
a question. 

 CLAUS!' , INDEPEND!'NT CLAUSE, INDEPENDENT CLAUSE 

Paleobiologists study plant and animal fossils. paleoanthropologists study 
ancient humans, and paleoecologists study the interactions between ancient 
organisms and their environments. 

Exarnple fj Place the comma before the coordinating conjunction 
No Rupert bought everything in sight but, he still was not happy. 
Yes Rupert bought everything in sight. but he still was not happy, 

Example fII Use semicolons when commas are used within the 
clauses 

We oppose the proposed power lines, factory. and apartment building; we 
favor regulations to help our community maintain the feel of a traditional 
village. 
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ExampLe  Omit the comma or coordinating conjunction in certain 
contexts 
NO  

Feed the cat and walk the dog. 

NO COORDINAflNG CONJUN(]!ON, 

Very short, contrasting clauses  She lied, I did not. 
Reported speech  Margaret says only a few students 

stayed in touch: "Some went back to 
their native country, some stayed here, 
some just lost contact." 
From Zhumei Meng, Purdue Universi[y. "Day in the Life." 

Activity 48-1: Editing Commas 
Edit the following paragraph to correct the use of commas. 

Urban legends or urban myths have evolved out of the fears and hopes of 
modern-day culture and they mutate in accordance with changes in a culture 
as well. Some legends are funny some are grotesque. Different groups of peo-
ple study urban legends: professional folklorists study how the legends change 
and grow and how the legends are tied into older mythical forms reporters 
and writers examine how the legends inform society and attempt to squelch 
possibly harmful rumors by bringing them to the attention of the public and 
amateur folklorists debate the origins of these legends in folklore society 
meetings and on the Internet. 

Some writers omit the comma 
when the two independent clauses 
joined by a coordinating 
tion are very brief. 

Depending on the context, 
some writers use a comma without 
a coordinating conjunction to join 
two very short contrasting inde-
pendent clauses. In formal nonfic-
tion writing, such as much aca-
demic writing, usc a period or 
semicolon to separate the clauses. 
If you arc CJuoting someone who is 
spcaking informally, you can some-
times omit th" coordinating con-
junctions. But sec section 42a on 
comma splices. 

ling; we 
litional 



Avoid Creating Comma Splices 

l)() not USI..' <1 ('onlln,) Lllnlll' to 

join t"0 independent ebuses. A 
Illajor Sl'llti..'lll..'l' error l'J.II •.-,<] ;} 
"ollllll,lSIJli,l' lTsult>. Sec ChalJ[er 
+.2 I'o!" \ Jri()lIs \\ ays to correct 
,'Olllind splie,'s. 

Example (iJ Correct comma splices by adding coordinating  
conjunctions after commas  

mOEPENOENT CLAUSE lNOLPHWLNT CLAUSE 

bvt 
Maryam liked the look of the Liberty}hey decided to buy a Mini Cooper. 

We don't know whether the recent slang term ph at will last in the  
llet  

language as long as cool'Ait seems unlikely. 

48-2: Editing Commas 
Edit the following paragraph for use of commas, You may want to change punctu-
ation, insert coordinating conjunctions, or break the sentences up to correct 
them. 

One of the best known urban legends is the vanishing hitchhiker, this leg-
end involves a driver who picks up a young girl at night. The driver gives the 
girl a ride home, she vanishes when they get to her place. The driver knocks 
on the door of the girl's house, her parents answer. They tell the driver that 
the girl died many years ago on prom night, her spirit often attempts to get 
home by asking for a ride, 

.48C Use Commas after Introductory Elements 

L1,,' ,J comlll,) after an introduc-
tor; \\onl, phra"', or dau,,' to link 
it to all independent elausL' that 
1,,1/0\\ s. lI'the intmductol'\' el<--
llll'nt is \'<'1'.' short, some \\Titers 
oillit the ,'om III a ciS lOll" as the' 
Ineaning relll,1ins dedI', " hut in l'(ll-
\('U" \\T'itincr IOU c"m a[,,'als usc' thc' 

 . 
C0I11111.1. 

Use commas to set off introductory elements from 
independent clauses 

INTRODUCTORY ElIMENT , INDEPENDENT CLAUSt 

Sometimes the martial arts are taught as a form of combat. However. tai chi 
is used for self-defense and meditation. [Conjunctive adverb] 

Many people around the world eat insects, many of which are high in protein. 
For example. grasshoppers are at least as nutritious as ground beef. 
[Transitional phrase1 
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OTHER INTRODUCTORY PHi<ASEs--usr ;9, COMMA: 

Their historical reputation as winners finally secured by the victory over the 
Yankees, the Red Sox ran onto the field for an extended round of applause 
from their fans. [Absolute phrase] 

To receive the best grades, you will need to take notes and stay organized. 
[Infinitive phrase] 

Crying pathetically, the starving calico cat got our attention. [Participial phrase] 

On the way to the Winter Carnival in Saint Paul, Silvio and Christopher 
could not resist taking some photos. [Prepositional phrase] 

After the holidays are over, we will visit our old neighbors. 

When we run in the morning, we like to warm up and stretch briefly. 

VERY SHORi INTRODUCTORY ELEMENT --·SOME WRIHRS OMIT THE CO'1I1A; 

In the I950s, Moe Green controlled all the Las Vegas casinos. 

INTERJfCTlON-U5E A COi.1MA; 

Wow, that beaker gets hot quickly on this Bunsen burner.  

Note: If the interjection is emphatic, it can be set off with an exclamation  
point instead of a comma: Whoa! I never agreed to that.  

Activity 48-3: Editing Commas 
Edit the following paragraph for the use of commas. 

While the vanishing hitchhiker serves as a good ghost story the legend 
about death from a tanning bed serves as a warning to men and women who 
like to get that golden glow. According to the story a woman visited several 
tanning beds for far longer than is recommended. Apparently she was trying 
to look good for her wedding. After a while she began to notice a horrible 
smell. When she went to the doctor she discovered that she had microwaved 
her insides by so much tanning' Of course nothing could be done and she 
died. While no one has ever verified this legend as being true it serves as a 
powerful example of an urban legend. 

If an interjection hegins the sen-
tence, set it oIl' with a cornma. An 
interjection is a word that ex-
presses emotion, such ,1S amazc-
ment or surprise, and that IS not 
grammatiClJly a part of the 

 



Usc commas to separate the 
items in a series of three or more 

words, phrases, or clauses of equal 
weight and grammatical structure. 
The last item in the list typically 
follows a comma and a coordinat
ing conjunction, but in cases where 
the coordinating conjunction is 
omitted, the comma is still used. 

The comma before the last item 
in a series is sometimes omitted in 

popular writing-for example, in 
newspapers and magazines-but in 
academic writing, the final comma 

is preferred. 

Example 6 Use commas to separate items in a series 

(FiRSTITEMINA SERIES, SECONO liEM , [and,oryffilRomM\
,---"--------------------~------,------------,~-,-,----,-~--------'"'--,---,_._-,-,-,---,_./ 

SERIES OF NOUNS: 

You can watch any of the following shows on MTV:The Osbournes, Pimp 
My Ride, Punk'd, or RealWorld. 

SERIES OF GERUNDS: 

The police ticketed him for speeding, driving to endanger, and obstructing 

justice. 

SERIES OFVERBS: 

Abdi likes to run, swim, and read. 

SERIES OFOBJECTS: 

To make an apple pie, you need baking apples, pre-sifted flour, and much
 

patience.
 

Note: The phrases are parallel, including adjective + noun:
 

baking apples,
 

pre-sifted flour, and
 

much patience.
 

SERIES OF MODIFIERS: 

Sleepless, cornered, and fighting mad, the soldiers hurled down the hill 

with muskets raised to their shoulders. 

SERIES OF CLAUSES: 

It didn't take me too long to figure out that Curly was the crazy one, 

Larry was the comic foil, and Moe was the ringleader. 

SERIES WITH NO COORDINATING CONJUNCTION BEFORE THE FINAL ITEM: 

Many chemistry majors enjoy the three basic chemistry courses: Anatomy 

and Physiology, Basic Chemistry, Introduction to Genetics. 
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SERIES OF NUMBERED OR LEITEREO ITEMS WITHIN A SENTENCE: 

Pacific Lutheran University's campus map clearly shows (I) McNabb 

House, (2) Park Avenue House, (3) Blomquist House, (4) Faculty House, 

(5) Knorr House, and (6) the Health Center. 

Example El Use semicolons with series within series 

Get me a beach sticker, good for the whole season; two inflatable rafts, 

preferably ones large enough for two kids; an umbrella, bright blue is best; 

and six beach towels. 

When the items in a list or se
ries include commas, use semi
colons to separate the items. 

Activity 48-4: Editing Commas 
The following paragraph was written with no final serial comma, in the popular 

. style. Rewrite the paragraph to use academic style for commas in a series. 

Other types of urban legends involve childhood fears, confusions and 

wishes. For example, the Bloody Mary legend claims that if someone goes into 

the bathroom, turns the lights off and chants "Bloody Mary" a certain number 

of times, a witch will appear. The name used in the chant varies; it can be 

Bloody Mary, Mary Worth, Mary Worthington or Mary Whales. There are also 

a variety of events that follow a successful summoning: the "witch" may kill 

her summoner, injure her summoner, cause her summoner to go mad or pull 

her summoner into the mirror to take her place. Identities for the face in the 

mirror include Mary I of England.who was known as "Bloody Mary," and 

Mary, Queen of Scots, rumored to have taken part in the murder of her hus

band and other local villains, who range from demons to local murderers. 

BETWEEN ITEMS IN A SERIES 927 



Commas are used between co
ordinate adjectives. Coordinate ad
jcctivcs in a series modify a single 
noun; they each add separate 
meaning: honest. h(JrdworkwH carl'en
tcr. When adjectives arc cumula
tive, however-that is, when the 
details accumulate or build toward 
a particular meaning -no comma 
scparates them: vivid blue eyes. 

..~:" 
••'iii."'ff" !JfI )-tow Can You Identify.. 

A Coordinate Adjectiv~1 
1.	 Change or reverse the order of the adjectives. Does the sentence still 

make sense? If so, the adjectives are coordinate. 

2. Join all the adjectives with the conjunction	 and. Does the sentence 
still make sense? If so, the adjectives are coordinate. 

Are the adjectives coordinate?
 
That decrepit [.] unpainted house may be haunted.
 

I.	 Change the order of the adjectives: That unpainted, decrepit house may be 

haunted. 

2. join the adjectives with and: That decrepit and unpainted house . . . 

The sentence still makes sense, so the adjectives are coordinate. Use a comma. 

COORDINATE ADJECTIVE COORDINATE ADJECTIVE NOUN 

unpainted, decrepit house 

Are the adjectives coordinate?
 
We rose to another day on the endless [.] African savannah.
 

I.	 Change the order of the adjectives: We rose to another day on the African end
less savannah. 

The words cannot appear in this order, so the adjectives are not coordinate; 

do not use a comma. 

2. Join the adjectives with and: the endless and African savannah 

The words cannot be joined with and, so the adjectives are not coordinate; 

do not use a comma. 

Note: Do not use a comma to separate the noun from the closest adjective: 

LOORDINATE ADJECTIVE. COORDINATE ADJECTIVE NOUN 

Rex is a lovable, loyal dog. 

Multilingual writers: For more on adjective order, see section 62c. 
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Example rn Use commas with nonrestrictive elements 

INDEPENDENT 

I love to go camping, which I do every year with my family and friends. 

[You could remove everything after the comma and the core meaning of 

the sentence would remain intact: the writer loves camping.What follows 

the comma is simply additional information about the person's camping 

habits.] 

NONRESTRICTIVE ELEMENT, WDEf'ENDHJT (LMJSl 

An enthusiastic speaker, Reverend Jones spoke during freshman orientation. 

OFINOEPENDENT CLAUSE, NONRESTRICTIVE ElE"IENT , REST OFINDEPENDENT CLAUSE 

The west side of the city, which receives far fewer city services than the east
 

side, has had a crime problem for over twenty years. [WitholJt the high


lighted nonrestrictive clause, the sentence still expresses the main idea.]
 

The rotisserie chicken, which is turning ever so slowly under the glass
 

counter, makes her mouth water.
 

Lucia Hernandez, who is a good friend from college, just flew in from
 

Miami. [A person's name precisely identifies the individual, so additional
 

information placed after a person's name is typically nonrestrictive.]
 

Lucia Hernandez, a good friend from college, just flew in from Miami.
 

[Without who is, this nonrestrictive element is an appositive, a noun or
 

noun equivalent that follows a noun and describes it.]
 

The Lord ofthe Rings: The Return of the King, one of a series of movies based
 

on J. R. R.Tolkien's famous trilogy, relates the final efforts of Frodo and Sam
 

to battle the dark forces of Sauron. [Like a person's name, the title of a
 

work usually identifies it exactly. The nonrestrictive element here, too, is an
 

appositive.]
 

Remember: When the nonrestrictive element is in the middle of the
 

sentence, two commas are needed to enclose it.
 

What Is a Nonrestrictive 
Element? 

A nonrestrictive element is 
a word group that i., not essential 
to the core meaning of the sen
tcncx-. You can omit a nunrcstric 
rive clement from a sentence with
out changing its main idea. 
Nonrestrictive clements arc often 
(but not always) signaled by the 
words whic]: and who. 

TO SET OFF NONRESTRICTIVE ELEMENTS 929 



What Is a Restrictive 
Element? 

Restrictive elements provide 
information that is crucial to un
derstanding the sentence. Remov
ing this information would make 
tbe sentence confusing or even 
nonsensical. Restrictive clauses lit
erally restrict, or make more spe
cific, the meaning of the sentence 
clement they nl<~Jify. Do not usc 
commas with restrictive elements. 

Example m Do not use commas with restrictive elements 

A dog that bites children does not make a good family pet. [The meaning 

of this sentence changes dramatically if the restrictive clause is removed.] 

My good friend Lucia Hernandez just flew in from Miami. [The name re

stricts the meaning of my good friend. It is not set off with commas. since it 

is essential information.] 

Joyce Carol Oates's book The Falls: A Novel is set in Niagara Falls. [Oates 

has written many books; without the title, the sentence would not make 

sense. No commas are needed.] 

Activity 48-5: Editing Commas 
Correct the following paragraph for use of commas. 

Horrible urban legends make us shiver or remind us to be cautious which 

is an important part of taking care of oneself in today's world. Some urban 

legends, that continue to circulate, use humor to deliver their message. The 

"kneeling myth" which was featured in many books and email forwards in

volves a group of American tourists visiting the British parliament. Sessions of 

Britain's House of Commons are called to order by the Speaker who marches 

into the halls in splendor. One day the Speaker saw Neal McLean a friend of 

his and called out to him:"Neal! Neal!" The American tourists who did not 

know the man interpreted it as an order and promptly fell to the ground. 
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Example m Use commas to set off parenthetical expressions 

EXPRESSION SENIENCE 

Understandably, she is happy about getting that promotion. 

Of SENTENCE PARfNTHfT!CAl EXPRESSION REST OF 

For me, at least, chocolate is as valuable as gold.
 

That geology professor, of course, knows where granite is most prevalent.
 

Example lEI Use commas to set off transitional expressions 

Jill, as a matter of fact, is returning to school next semester.
 

-Braun's work validated many of Sohns's findings; however, Hobson still
 

maintained that those findings did not support a Freudian interpretation.
 

Parenthetical expressions 
offer extra information that isn't 
needed to understand the main 
idea of a sentence. (Unlike non
restrictive clements, parenthetical 
dements are typically words or 
phrases rather than clauses or ap
positives.) This information can he 
enclosed within commas or paren
theses, depending on the d('gree of 
separation you want between the 
sentence and the extra informa
tion; commas suggest less separa
tion than parentheses. 

Transitional expressions 
move the reader from one idea to 
the next and show the reader how 
the ideas arc related. (Sec section 
41 c fllr a list of transitions.) Con
juncti \C adverbs are one kind of 
transitional expression (Oscction 
401). 

__r------

TO SET OFF EXPRESSIONS 
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